
9	 Made You Look! 
Children in Salome and Death in Venice 

f. P. E. Harper-Scott 

The Lustfor Youth 

Two operatic works with themes of more or less scandalous sexuality as good 

as bookend the 20th century. The first, acknowledged from the start as a prob· 

lem work, is Strauss's Salome (1905); the second, whose sexual content, when 

it is admitted at all, has been bound up with recent queer studies, is Britten's 

Death in Venice (1971-3), which Clifford Hindley has read as a story of homo 

sexual self-discovery in the specific form of 'a sublimated love of youthful male 

beauty along the lines of the Platonic philosophy'.l One purpose of this essay 

is to suggest that Death in Venice is more of a problem work than some schol 

ars think it is; another is to examine its perhaps surprising relationship to a 

work whose aesthetic is radically different and therefore seems to resist till' 

association. 

The similarities in the plots of Salome and Death in Venice rest largely 011 

the corrupting lust of a man for a much younger sexual object. In Salome tlw 

sexual focus causes the death of a man who refuses to look at her; in Death ill 

Venice the sexual focus causes the death of the man who cannot stop lookilll'. 

at him. Strauss made his libretto by abridging Hedwig Lachmann's Germall 

translation of Wilde's play, and the telling of the Salome story is therefor\' 

Wilde's intensely decadent version.2 Two men are sexually obsessed wilh 

Salome: a young Syrian (Narraboth) and her stepfather, Herod. She in Ill'l 

turn is evidently sexually obsessed with Jochanaan (John the Baptist), who 1 

imprisoned in a cistern, as her father had been.3 She uses her sexual pOW"1 

over Narraboth to command Jochanaan's release from the cistern; the propl"'l 

refuses to look at her, calling her the Daughter of Sodom among other thillJ.l... 

but she promises that she will kiss his mouth. When he emerges from his 1','11/,1, 

Herod pleads with Salome to dance for him, and she agrees on conditioll Ihl.l 

he will grant her any request. He is happy to givv 11('1' hall' his kingc!onl, and ''', 

wlwn silt' has completed hel' d:lIH'" 01' lilt' S,'V("l veils sill' demands Ihe Ill'l\(1 "I 

Jo('h;llla:lll, I{eltll'lllllily Iinod ohlif',"s (while 1krodi:,s, hi~; wil',' alld S:IJolll,,'I. 

'1IOlh\'!', look,'; Oil "i1lllll',ly). .llld 1\1'11" ,I JO'I1-1 IIiOllolol,~'I" ';.1I01l1I' l.ill~w~. IIII' 1111 
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of the severed head. At this, Herod commands her death, and she is crushed 

by the court soldiers' shields. 
Death in Venice opens with a famous author, Gustav von Aschenbach, leav

ing his native Munich to seek inspiration in the South, and specifically in 

Venice. En route he encounters and is disgusted by an Elderly Fop, the first of 

a series of roles sung in Britten's opera by a single baritone, all of them playing 

parts that will lead Aschenbach to degradation and death. A Polish family at 

Aschenbach's hotel includes a boy 'of about fourteen', who is the perfect pic

ture of Greek beauty.4 Although Aschenbach hears reports of typhus (which 

the local officials try to suppress, fearing harm to the tourist trade) and has 

the opportunity to warn the Polish family to flee, he chooses instead to remain 

in Venice so that he can be close to the boy that he now knows from over

hearing to be called Tadzio. He is infected, literally by typhus but figuratively 

by his lust for the boy. Tadzio acknowledges him twice, the first time causing 

Aschenbach to say 'I love you!' when the boy is safely out of earshot, and the 

second when his illness is so pronounced that after one last cry of 'Tadzio!' 

Aschenbach expires on the beach. (Since typhus is the symbol of the boy's 

effect, it is as accurate to say that the boy kills the man as it is in Animal Farm 

to say that Napoleon has a bigger meaning than just being a pig.) 

These operas also share a common motivation in the dramatic symbolism 

of looking and veiling or concealing. Salome's famous striptease with veils 

focuses the mind on the importance of seeing and being seen in the opera, 

but the nuanced symbolism of the veil in Wilde's drama, most of the details of 

which are retained by Strauss, stands at least as much for the relationship of 

artworks to truth or representation on the one hand and their own artifice on 

the other as it does to the covering and uncovering of physical nakedness. In 

this respect Salome (very plainly) and Death in Venice (more subtly) engage 

with a long-standing visual trope in art, not least in representations of the 

female figures of horrible temptation and emasculation, Salome, Judith, and 

Venus. The use of the veil in such artworks is both an invitation to gaze lust

fully at what is being concealed and a sharpening of the viewer's awareness of 

the moral risk of that gaze. 

'Salome' and the gaze 
l.awrence Kramer's article on Salome in the Cambridge Opera Journal, 

recently reprinted as a chapter in his book on Strauss and Wagner, is a stimu

luting way in to llw wOl'k,~ Ilis IT;\c1illg sldwel'ts thl' 1I1ldnsianding or Salome' 

as a 'P"I',~ollifil';\lio" of PIlll'illlTh:d I"':II'S or 1'1'lllldl' SI'Xlildily, I"'III'S so di.~l'\lp 

Ilv(' lh;'l Ihey "II"lfllllsivl'ly pl:,y 111I'1I1::..tVI':: ()lll ill it :oI'I'llildo 01' "I'li~:"i,';llI IllId 

Cll~.II':i1II)lI'f' 'lli\' \11'111\111 I:. uh'YI.'t1 Pili III I\VII \"jJ'l~ whld\ 1l.!t,1I 1'i'~l'l1\hk Ow 
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dramatic outline of Death in Venice: events leading up to a dance and revela

tion, and a second half dealing with the consequences, in Salome's case of the 

decapitation of ]ochanaan. 

Salome's changing dramatic function is defined in terms of what Kramer, 

following Lacan, calls the male gaze. At first the gaze is directed towards her; 

until her dance she is passive to its penetrating domination, but while dancing 

she becomes a moving target for the male erotic gaze, impossible to fix on as 

a means of satisfying erotic desire'? But her relation to the male gaze oper

ates in two separate spheres, first in this subjection to and later subversion of 

the gaze of Herod, her stepfather, who spends too much time looking at her, 

and second in her relationship to ]ochanaan. As Kramer notes, she is the only 

character who directly relates to the prophet, and the basis for the relationship 

is her gaze: 'Salome desires to look, in her own right, from the forbidden mas

culine perspective, to take Iokanaan as the object of visuallove.'8 Eventually, 

Kramer suggests, her appropriated masculine gaze rebounds on her, as a ray 

of moonlight illuminates and then crushes her to death. I shall return to the 

moon imagery shortly. 

The central moment of the drama is, of course, Salome's monologue with 

the head, her perverted Liebestod. Extended far beyond the proportionate 

weight it has in Wilde's original play, in Strauss this moment 'dilates' dramatic 

time and, Kramer notes, 'puts this dilation at the service of the gaze'.9 It is 

here that the audience becomes implicated in the drama, taking on the charac 

ter of Herod. The music becomes a 'phallic eye', holding her still, more for our 

eyes than our ears, Kramer suggests, and as we gaze on her, having obtained 

'the unseen position from which to gratify scopic desire on the body of a real 

woman', we join in her debasement. lO 

Kramer writes that the musical handling of the all-consuming dramatic 

image of the gaze is achieved more by broad effect than structural process, 

but at the risk of contradicting himself he illustrates the connexion between 

one of Salome's identifying motives, an arpeggio figure in C#, and the motive 

associated with ]ochanaan's body (Example 1, a-b).ll This second motive leads 

Example 1 Strauss, Salome: (a) Salome's motive; (b) the Body motive 

(a) 

A 
r··-(b) SHOMI I I 

I :1 

~ rtJ~#'### I~ Ii r i IJ U lir r J I" 
l'\lhltl·, HI dCI \Vell \".11 ',\1 WH' (11'111 I ,-d, 

I. II, I', IIAI(l'tH<-S(.;U'l"I': Made YOlIl.oOk.! H~ 

Salome into an lll\OI,;CUgt(lfJ'Iud J)r,l'fl.:l,;l cadence - on which more later - by 

breaking down her original motive in two sweeps, A and B, the first of which 

is a simple decoration, the second of which plays with the original rhythm. 

This 'collapse' of Salome into the body of ]ochanaan signifies her longing for 

sexual union, and also suggests that it is this desire that kills her. As we shall 

see, a similarly elemental symbolic use of the function of the dominant has a 

rich hermeneutic significance in Death in Venice. 

The dancing moon 
One aspect of Kramer's reading that interests me particularly is his interpreta


tion of Wilde's symbol of the moon, with which I disagree. The image survives
 

intact in Strauss's opera, although another commentator on the work, Tethys
 

Carpenter, claims that 'Strauss's moon is hardly more important than a con

versational gambit' .12 

The opera, like the play, introduces the moon in its second line, calling it, 

like Salome, a princess; from this moment on the two are dramatically twinned, 

and their fortunes paralleJ.13 

THE PAGE OF HERODIAS 

Look at the moon! ." 

THE YOUNG SYRIAN 

She has a strange look. She is like a little princess ... who has little white 

doves for feet. You would fancy she was dancing. 

At the start of the fourth scene, Herod too is struck by the moon, but his read

ing is different. A critical reference to its nakedness is omitted in Strauss's 

libretto. 

HEROD 
The moon has a strange look to-night. Has she not a strange look? She is 

like a mad woman, a mad woman who is seeking everywhere for lovers. 

(She is naked too. She is quite naked. The clouds are seeking to clothe 

her nakedness, but she will not let them. She shows herself naked in the 

sky.] She reels through the clouds like a drunken woman.. " 

HERODIAS
 

No; the moon is like the moon, that is all. Let us go within.
 

Salome, like- (Ill' o( 11('l's, 1'l'lY1lll'ks on the moon in her second extended 

thought on s(~\W';"1 1"IIII1I"ly, sit\' (hillks it is virginal ('The moon is cold and 

chasll', I :11\1 Sill',' ~;11I' III '\ v'q'lll1; !lhl' 11I1S:l viqJ;ill'S 1ll',lllly, SIll' has IH'WI' ddih'<l 
hnsdl"), (:PI\~;ldl'l'lllI{ Ihlli 1lllIllWdd,' 111l' l'1'I'qIWII( ,k.';t'l'ipl i011 01' S:t!pl\\I' :\,'; 
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little (dipping little lips into wine, possessing little teeth that will leave littlt' 

marks in fruit that Herod can then finish off), it is clear that she is portrayed 

as a child - and not only that but the stepchild of Herod. 

Wilde's recurring image of the clouds covering the moon like muslin veils, 

not present in Strauss, adds resonance to the pairing of the moon and Salome 

- who of course famously makes a feature of removing her veils, so uncov

ering her naked virginity in just the way that Herod thinks that the moon is 

doing. But even without this elaboration, the image of Salome and the moon 

as a mutually reinforcing pair is clear enough in the opera. The image of the 

dancing moon, elegant for Narraboth, drunken and louche for Herod, is the 

last important and obvious parallel with Salome. 

Yet aside from being a symbol of Narraboth's and Herod's lustful gazing at 

Salome, and her desire to keep herself chaste (even if only for Jochanaan, for 

whom she clearly has a sexual longing), this obsessive interpretation of the 

moon serves to establish an important decadent trope: that knowledge comes 

through scopic contemplation, through the sensual appreciation of beauty, as 

readily as through the pure exercise of intellect. The moon means something 

to Salome, Narraboth, and Herod, however different their interpretations may 

be, because that is how things communicate meaning in the world. The wist 

learn by looking. 

This is also probably the motivating thought of one of the least comfortable 

characterizations in Salome, that of the Jews. While Narraboth and Herod 

effectively worship Salome's beauty, and Salome worships her own chastity, all 

of these visible or capable of being tested visually, the Jews worship the invis 

ible God, a belief which in decadent terms is unwise. Indeed, the foundation of 

their mistrust ofJochanaan is his assertion that he has seen God, whereas they 

hold inability to see God as the measure of piety. Herod, meanwhile, respects 

Jochanaan (despite the fact that he is clearly preaching against Herodias) 

because his love and insight are based on looking, on drawing intellectually 

from the appreciation of beauty. 

One of the most often repeated lines in the drama is a variation on the sen 

timent that something dreadful is going to happen. Ultimately it seems thai 

this terrible thing happens at the end of the opera, with the famous fall fronl 

Salome's last cadence, in C~, to Herod's command to kill her, which stimll 

lates the work's peremptory C minor close. Here the moon makes its last SYI1l 

bolic appearance. For Kramer it signifies the return of the phallic gaze to crush 

Salome, but I think it more likely, given the treatment of the image elsewllcn' 

in the opera, that it appears as a reminder and tin,ll (onf"irmation of her virgin 

ity. All she does is kiss ,l rn'ln. 

IIe 1'0 rt· Illl' Id,ss, I kl'Od IH'I'Olllt'S v('ry /(':11'1'111. :lIld Il('gs hi,·; wil'l' ;Ind 
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attendants to hid~ wIth him Inside the palace: 'something terrible will hap

pen' ('Es wird S(hn~ckliches geschehn'), he says twice. At this point Strauss 

gives three successive stage directions: 'the moon disappears' ('der Mond ver

schwindet'), 'it becomes dark' ('es wird dunkel'), and after Salome's last words, 

'the moon breaks out again and illuminates Salome' ('Der Mond bricht wieder 

hervor und beleuchtet Salome'). Immediately before the third direction, 

Salome kisses Jochanaan's mouth, and in that moment Herod's fear leaves him. 

He commands Salome's death. The 'something terrible' that he had feared was 

not the judgement of the heavens on his lust for his stepdaughter, but rather 

his explicit sexual rejection by a child. In a moment, his sexual guilt is trans

ferred onto Salome. She is the temptress, the moon who staggered drunkenly 

through the clouds during her perversely erotic dance of the seven veils. He 

switches from defendant to prosecutor and judge, and destroys the work's 

principal sexual monster. 

The figure ofthe child 
The child becomes a monster in Salome because she is sexualized in a manner 

that links fin-de-siecle misogyny to current constructions of the desirable. In 

two recent books James R. Kincaid establishes links between what he consid

ers an erotic child in artistic contexts like Salome and Death in Venice and the 

very pressing modern concern with child molestation, making some uncom

fortable claims along the way.lS His starting point is the question 'Why do we 

tell tales of child abuse?', and he makes two assumptions: first that these sto

ries 'are doing something for us', and second that they 'keep the subject so hot 

that we can disown it while welcoming it in the back door' .16 

What Kincaid wants us to consider is that we have become so addicted to 

these stories that we no longer consider whether adults actually are sexually 

attracted to children. We have sexualized children while denying that we have 

done so, by an unfortunate conflation of cuteness with desire. 

We see children as, among other things, sweet, innocent, vacant, 

smooth-skinned, spontaneous, and mischievous. We construct the 

desirable [e.g. in adult women] as, among other things, sweet, innocent, 

vacant, smooth-skinned, spontaneous~ and mischievous. There's more 

to how we see the child, and more to how we construct what is sexu

ally desirable - but not much more. To the extent that we learn to see 

'the child' and 't1w nolie' as coincident, we are in trouble. So are the 

chiidren,I7 

'I he oril\i ns 01' Ih"llt' I'Oi'!l\11 Ill' belllil y an' in Ror.lSSl'aU's vision oj' Ilw ROIll,\nl i(' 

Child, PIlS~;(""illl "I "plllll,IIll'lly, i111:'1~in;\lillil, and dOS(·III·~;.s 10 (;o<!, l'oJ' 



l:l:l Hlllljrllllill IJriW'II: NCiV/'I'I'S/II'I"i1'l'l' ,l/I Ii/v III" 11/1'/ \\'11)1''' 

J{OL\.~SI:~\.l and for us, lhe child's qlJulitk~ ;\1'(' 1\1ostly defined as abSt~nccs: lhl' 

hild is 'j'rI{IJ of adult corruptions; not yet hurdened with the weight of respol\ 

sibilily, mortality, and sexualitYi liberated from "the light of common day" ',IH 

) Ie perhaps overstates his case, but these observations demonstrate that thl' 

modern figure of'the child' is to an extent a concept independent of age, mon' 

a manner of perceiving than a state of being, but something prized and deeply 

erotically charged. Ultimately Kincaid's claim is that we are all inculpated ill 

the eroticization of children, and that we demonize the paedophile, telling 

endless stories about him, as a means of hiding our own guilt, In this sense we 

could say that for most of the course of Salome Herod is a type for ourselves, 

but that the turn of events in the closing pages converts him into the mOll 

strous killer who perhaps characteristically - and here he stands diametrically 

opposed to our understanding of the Gothic story - blames the child for whal 

has happened, transferring his sexual guilt like a rapist who blames a wom;lll 

for being attractive. 19 In the case of Salome, we agree with him up to a poinl: 

the child has, after all, brought about the beheading of a holy man. Similarly, 

in Death in Venice Tadzio can seem to be presented as a sexually dangerow" 

corrupting, Salome-ish child. 

Wagnerian process in Strauss and Britten 

Before undertaking an analysis of Britten's opera to examine that claim, Wc' 

should establish the links between details of Strauss's and Britten's musical 

Icc.hniques and the way that Kincaid believes that the full truth of some of ollr 

sloril's is being concealed, The most complex aspect of Salome's structurc' iii 

S\ rauss's alliance of tonal association with a basic tonal opposition of C and C~ I 

which, as for Wagner after Tristan, can each be considered as an amalgam of 

major and minor modes. 20 Tethys Carpenter expresses the basic relationship 

of the main associative tonal centres to the overarching opposition of C and 

'# as in Example 2a, Each key has an upper and lower third, correspondil\g 

lO particular dramatic functions. C# and its relations belong to Salome, and L' 

and its relations belong to whatever is opposed to her. When Salome seduce', 

Narraboth and Herod, she adopts a timid A minor, flattening her C# keyno\," 

When she obtains her desire, the unlocking of ]ochanaan and then his bclwlId 

ing, she regains her C#.21 

C is principally associated with ]ochanaan, although Herod also borrow~ il. 

as Ill? borrows any key in his immediate surroundings. In this sense he is 1Ill' 

opposil,~ of J~lerodias, Whll has Illl assllciilll'd key of her own but instincl iVI'I}. 

oppo,~,'s whal,'vel' is around hl'l' I 01111 lIy, 1'1'111'('1 iog 1\1'1' ;lnlaWlIlisl,i(: ('har:\(\('1' 

()nly in his linal C Illil\OI' <ll'lIlh 1'11111'1 <llll '" 11\'1'11 d I'V"I' d,'\'isivdy ill his :ISSO,'1 

;11 .. .1 I\lT )01'11;111:1:111, 1l1(';Il1whll,', 1"11"'. Illll'll 10 IIII'll hi:; (: 10W;ll'ds ils 10101"'1 

'i",ll, IIAI(f'Uf(·SCI1'l''l': Macle YOIl Lvol<.' 1').3 

third, Al>. Craig Ayn·y UI'I:.\U(·s Ihal AI> has been principally associated with his 

mouth as opposed to his entire person, and that its final structural close into 

C# during Salome's monologue confirms the symbolic meaning of the oppo

sition of C and C#. Salome's desire in the opera is to be acknowledged as an 

individual, not as her mother's daughter, and to be the subject of ]ochanaan's 

gaze, not Herod's, Although in life Jochanaan can refuse to acknowledge her 

by making himself blind to her by force of will, in death, and by translating his 

mouth, his kiss of recognition, into her own dominant, Salome is able to sym

bolically make him look at and acknowledge her.22 

The tonal structure is more complex than this outline suggests, however, 

and as Example 2b shows, there are key centres in this opera on every chro

matic pitch except nand G.23 The high incidence of chromatic tonicization at 

the deeper levels of structure accounts for Strauss's far greater willingness, in 

comparison to Wagner, to offer regular cadences, When tonal shapes unfold 

as patiently as they do in Wagner, a single perfect cadence per scene is possi

ble; when they are so insecurely bandied about as they are in Strauss, frequent 

cadencing is reqUired in order to establish any shape at all. 

Among these additional key centres, D is associated with the pious blind

ness of the Jews in the minor mode, or the divine revelation of Jochanaan in 

the major. It can move easily in several directions. The absence of a strong 

structural G anywhere in the design means that, although Salome can turn Al>, 

enharmonically G#, into the symbolic post-mortem gaze of recognition from 

Jochanaan, the world that is opposed to her, C, cannot gain similar strength 

through its own dominant, In any case, the unresolved final tension between 

Salome's C# and the C minor that destroys her seems to me entirely apt in dra

matic terms, although Carpenter considers it a flaw in the design.24 

However various the tonal centres in Salome are, they tend to coalesce, as 

Figure 2b shows, around the essential tension between C and C#, and par

ticularly around Salome's C#, so that the opera's principal musical tension 

can be easily understood. A similarly straightforward tension narrates at 

the background level in Death in Venice, which, like Salome, engages with 

Example 2 Strauss, Salome: the princjpal tonal relations 

(a) (b) F 
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post-Wagnerian questions of tonal structure in op(-'[a, remarkable as that may' 

seem so late in the 20th century, and in the face of Britten's known views Oil 

Wagner. In truth, Britten's opposition to the Wagnerian aesthetic operatcs 

more on the levels of form, genre, and harmonic palette than of structural 

tonal language. As in Salome, Britten's associated tonal centres pit the central 

character against harmful others. There is general agreement that the protago 

nist, the writer Aschenbach, has the associated key of E major, although he i.~ 

also associated, particularly in the first act, with a meandering, serial-shapl"d 

but tonally tinged harmonic colouring that cannot so readily be pinned dowl!. 

Tadzio, the Polish boy that Aschenbach falls in love with, and who is pl'r 

formed silently by a dancer, is generally in or spoken of in A major, where Iw 
is joined by the various characters - sung by the single baritone voice - who 

function as corrupting guides. 

Disease and tonal association in 'Death in Venice' 

Salome features in Mann's 1947 novel Dr Faustus, whose protagonist Adrial\ 

Leverklihn attends the notorious Dresden premiere. The character of Salollll' 

herself had featured in Oskar Panizza's 1894 play Das Liebeskonzil, wlwl'l' 

she is the devil's chosen means of spreading syphilis through the hunWfl 

race. Noting this, Hans Rudolf Yaget expresses the view that Salome had ,I 

mythical function for Mann as the creator of a sexual corruption that leads 

through a terrible disease to death - the embodiment, indeed, of a necess;Hy 

link between desire and downfal1.25 This may help to explain why in Mann'~ 

neoclassical novella of intergenerationallust, Aschenbach's loitering in Venice 

during an outbreak of typhus leads him, through the seductiveness of the child 

who is the focus of his gaze, to the same deadly fate. 

Britten's music charts the cancerous growth of the concupiscence that will 

overwhelm Aschenbach's personality in two ways: first, by subtle handling vi 
the two associated tonalities of the opera, and second, by the manipulation 

of the gaze through the same trope of the dance that gives Salome her pOWl'1 

In the course of the opera the nature of subjectivity is questioned and (·V.:II 

undermined, and the moment at which Aschenbach briefly pulls away the I::I/-I 

veil covering his private emotional parts is a point of heightened engagement 

with the elusive meaning of the work. 

At the opening, Aschenbach is the archetype of the subjective Romalll h 

artist, engaging with the world at a studious remove, omniscient and aloll!' 

guided by the pure processes of reason, and managing his writing through riJi 

orous formal control. In his world, he is the centre. This makes him IOlll"ly, I>u\ 

it also makes him powerful :llld evell ill :\ sCllse illllnorl;l!, As a sllh)('('1 Ill' (';111 

Ilol Ill' tou('!ll'd, rcslLllwd. or dislorll'd I>y ;Iuot !In',·; vicws, 

I. 1', 1:. 1lJ\IP)UI( SCOTT: Made You Look! .l25 

In the first scene Ast;hCllbuch presents himself in a characteristic mono

logue. The opening is elfwCionally cool for the most part, the effect enhanced 

by, as Philip Rupprecht notes, the 'unproductive' use of serial technique in 

its opening bars. 26 The first row (Example 3), which is announced in the first 

vocal line, rises to a melodic height that offers a major seventh before settling 

on the minor seventh from F to n. (The indecision between E and n is played 

out in subsequent pages.) The row is immediately brought back to its base 

through strict inversion. Yet its division into 4+3+5 notes, with the effect of 

fermata being stressed by the corresponding shift of repeating notes in the 

orchestral accompaniment, provides motivic material which can be used to 

suggest putatively tonal configurations - and, at least as important, groupings 

of three or four notes which are explored in various dramatic situations later 

in the work.27 Of particular importance is the strong emphasis, enhanced by 

the only leap of the row, on E major, on the second rising third, from G~ to 

B, and on the major and minor sevenths already mentioned. The second and 

third rows (Example 4), which are introduced orchestrally alongside the sung 

words 'I reject the words called forth by passion' (at R6 in the score), further 

deepen the emerging sense of E as a tonal focus for the opening scene. As 

they interlock contrapuntally their complementary fall and rise of two octaves 

apiece has the effect of articulating an arpeggiation of the modally mixed E 

tonic. 

Example 3 Britten, Death in Venice, first row 

/\Minor 3rd /\ /\ 

3 2 1I I 
f.\ (.\ ,----- -----, 
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Example 4 Britten, Death in Venice, second and third rows 
row 2 
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Example 5 Britten, Death in Venice, middleground sketch of opening 

II~ 

------' 

~ 

major 7th 

major 7th 

1111'. 

_/--_..---~----~ 

~L' _ 

minor 7th 
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Example 6 Britten, Death in Venice, from Act I, scene 1 
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But it is as a larger unit. Lila! the opening scene most strongly establishes 

both Aschenbach's association with the E tonic, and the more complex way 

that tonal focus is presented (see Example 5). The first row, whose boundary 

interval is a minor seventh, is part of a rising motion that is expanded to a 

major seventh with the arrival of E-tonic brass fanfares for Aschenbach's 

first proclamation of his subjectivity at R3 ('1, Aschenbach'; within two bars 

the clash between dW and e" recalls the opening dispute between those notes). 

The score shows how, on the restatement of the row immediately before this, 

Aschenbach rises back through D# to an E - not the final Db and ED of the row 

- in preparation for his E major statement (Example 6). After nine bars the 

line has risen a semitone further to the modified repeat of this material on a 

kind of brief F tonic at R4, as Aschenbach explains that self-discipline and rou

tine are his particular creative strengths. If E major is Aschenbach's key in the 

opera then it is a key essentially and importantly complicated by an F standing 

for the 'serial' component of his opening music, the starting point from which 

the tonicized E first arose. Also of interest in the E area is a figure unfolding 

the minor third from G# to B that will be central to the climax of the first act. 

It is important to stress the two components of Aschenbach's character as 

expressed in the music. The text that comes at R3 suggests the E-component of 

Aschenbach's character - fame, honour, and the crucial subjective T - while 

that at R4, the F-centred reminder of the starting point, the 'serial' aspect, 

quickly establishes that the Apollonian side of his artistic temperament, the 

urge to control and rationalize, is as essential as the music on E again at R6, for 

the 'words called forth by passion' and the 'easy judgement of the heart'. The 

E/serial duality of Aschenbach, as presented in this opening scene, is, then, a 

careful blend of what will increasingly through the opera be associated with 

the Dionysian and Apollonian, the chaotic and ordered, the passionate and the 

rational. What Arnold Whittall calls the opera's' "modulat[ion)" from an ini

tial twelve-note proposition to a modal "resolution" which seems both ambig

uous and inevitable' is a move from the E/serial opening to the pure modal A 

(over a deep trilling A/G#) of Tadzio's closing bars. 28 

Tadzio is introduced to music which s?on provides the first moment of 

genuine tonal clarity in the work. Its A major has a defining mark of a rising 

melodic major seventh from A to G#. At first sight, Aschenbach simply calls 

him 'the boy', but after a struggle to interpret the distant calls of his relatives, 

he correctly intcrprc'ls his Ilanw as Tadzio (two bars before R98). Tadzio's 

music is incrcasjll~ly ('010111"1'<1 by 111(' building up of a gamelan ensemble, until 

by [~99, and Ihl' ItII:(~{/IIII'/III' IfHlrldllg, III\' ()l'i\'lllalism is ovnwh('\ming. Nole 

til(' slrollg /\ Ill:ljOI' IIl1dl'lpllllllll~ 0/ llib p,l~;sal';l' (1:~;lIltplt· ·I'a). 'IIH' qllil'l 

rcsl:llc'11WIII ot' T:tcl/lCl'·, 11\1'1111' Wlih" 'ollow1' ,II [UIIO (I",II11pl,' "lb) ',.\(':, 11\1' 
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Example 7 Britten, Death in Venice, from Act I, scene 5 
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impression of his key, Philip Ru(:>pn:cht notes that it is 'the first root-position 

triadicism of the entire opera'.:I.<) 

We should not miss the significance of Tadzio's stage presentation, even 

though the tonal shape is our main concern. Britten makes Tadzio a spectacle 

for the audience, particularly in the Games of Apollo, his impressive show of 

physical prowess at the end of the first act, by not only giving him no words 

to sing but making him a dancer, his motions transfixing the eye. (Myfanwy 

Piper, the librettist, thought that the Games of Apollo should be danced naked, 

but the idea was ruled out.po The only way we can relate to Tadzio at all is to 

look. and ideally to stare, at him. We are invited into Aschenbach's mind as 

much by that dramatic Legerdemain as we are by the almost exclusive focus 

on Aschenbach's narrative voice - this opera comes as close as any to having a 

first-person narrator. If the opera works effectively on us, we begin to lose any 

sense of a distinction between Aschenbach and ourselves; his fascination with 

the boy and his loss of control become ours. 

This unusual narrative situation may lead us to think, as Aschenbach argu

ably does, that beings and events in the outside world are merely aspects of his 

own character, denied all agency of their own. Tadzio's interest or otherwise 

in Aschenbach will then appear to be imaginary or spurious. Yet militating 

against this solipsistic reading is the experience in the opera house, where real 

human beings perform real actions that are presented in a realistic manner. 

Tadzio is not to Aschenbach as the ghost of Duncan is to Macbeth, not an 

imaginary figment but a real boy. It is essential to remember this, and to real

ize that it is part of Britten's artfulness to invite us to forget it: it is one of the 

ways we can avoid confronting one of the opera's most difficult figures - that 

of the monstrous child. 

We shall return to Tadzio's A major; but what of his 'Orientalism'? Britten 

had often used the sound of the gamelan in earlier operas, notably orientaliz

ing Quint in The Turn ofthe Screw (1954) and Oberon in A Midsummer Night's 

Dream (1960). In both cases men pursue boys - Quint, Miles; Oberon, the 

Indian boy that Titania wishes to keep for herself. But as Philip Brett notes, the 

gamelan music is applied to the 'wrong' p.arty in Death in Venice - not the sex

ually dangerous figure of the older man, but the 'innocent' or 'nescient' figure 

of the boy. Brett summarizes his view of the Orientalism of Death in Venice by 

saying that it 

was dramatically :11'1 .~ill(·(· II\(' mind-driven Aschenbach through 

whom Wl' p('r('('iv(' Ilol II VI'II!q' IIlld 'I'lIdl'.lo would be culturally condi·· 

liorwc! 10 pl'OjI'CI llwtllllllih 11l1!'!'III~ of 111I' I'xoli<', Ih,,1 which is ()llwl". 

'Ihis i\si;lll d'·"IVI''' Illll,,11 .111"11. 1l1"1/l1i lip III" llll'illdlll',:; 01'11l(' oj),'I';llo 
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embrace the European philosophical discourse of Self and Other, and ill 

turn to invoke the West's insatiable appetite for colonization - the same 

patterns of domination being apparent here as in classical pederasty.:\! 

I think it unlikely that Britten intended a postcolonial critique in this Opt'!''', 

he had more original and dangerous concerns, What can be said more' t'.II 

egorically is that in this presentation, Tadzio is the object of the gaze of I ht' 

subject Aschenbach. By the simple but brilliant expedient of making Tad/,ill II 

dancer, Britten ensures that Tadzio is the subject of our gaze too. Safe in lilt 

darkened theatre we are invited to feast our eyes on him, and objectify hllll 

just as Herod objectifies Salome. 

Like the voyeur in Sartre's vivid example of what he calls 'the Look',' 

Aschenbach is contented and safe while he objectifies the boy. The entire joy (,j 

their relationship comes, indeed, from its one-sidedness. But if the voyeur I 
caught watching, he suddenly switches from being an omnipotent, omnisl'il'lil 

subject, and becomes the object of somebody else's Look. Being object itu,..d 

in this way, Sartre suggests, causes him to feel shame. It is, in brief, why Ittl 
Sartre 'hell is other people', and why human love is always painful: b(:('(I\"1 

it is based on a lover wanting a sexual object but being tormented when, 1I~ j. 

inevitable, the sexual object demonstrates that it wants the lover as an Uil)i'll 

too. This desubjectifying of Aschenbach will indeed come by the end of' till 
act, and the effect of all this looking will partly resemble the result of tht' Ill' 

sle in Salome. Aschenbach neither loses his head nor kills his child obsl:~'1hlll 

but like ]ochanaan the child's look will kill him, and once more, the audiclll'\' I 

invited to entertain the thought that the child might be the monster. 

The multivalence ofopera 

At the end of Act I, the last moment I shall discuss, Aschenbach is on the VI'lat' 

of explaining what his looking means. Expressing it in the most hac.:klll.')\·" 

terms, he says 'I love you', and spends much of Act II worrying the <kflll' 

tion of this love. Till this point Aschenbach has mostly been the contempillt h'll 
subject, the one who looks, but at the end of each act he experiences lIw 111' II 

ing sensation of becoming the object of one of Tadzio's looks. The tirst tJl ... 

sion leads him to declare his love; the second, when the look is accolllpl\Jlwl! 

by a beckon which completes the objectification of Aschenbach as ;\ "hlltl 

plaything, immediately brings on the protagonist's death. 

In an opera which sets Apollo against Dionysus, and Self ag;lillsl I )tllli 

the precise moment at which the switch is made, and L1w voyellrist It lI\il, 
ject becom(~s the object of n secolld vOyt'ur's ~azt'. is of nilil';\1 inq)lllllHlI' 

Tadzio's s('l'olld look, Ih(' op('r,\'s LII,d sll'Okt', n'slills ill;\ r('slllilliol\ III ill! 
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work into his own A major. ASi,;henbach's E major has expired. Whittall, Brett, 

and Rupprecht agree that in the moment of Tadzio's first look, the 'I love you', 

Aschenbach's E major begins to act as a dominant to Tadzio's A major - with 

the narrative effect either of allowing Aschenbach a strong moment of self

awareness as a homosexual (the traditional queer reading), or of demonstrat

ing his growing aesthetic need for the boy. 

But it is clear from our analysis of the opening scene of the work that 

Aschenbach's music is not merely centred on E. In tonal terms, the role of 

the 'serial' material is an important complication, and it has text associations 

with the Apollonian side of Aschenbach's character, the ordering, logical side 

which reins in excess of passion. (What seems to be in play here is an inter

rogation of the assumption that musical order in the 1970S is serial, or at least 

post-tonal, and tonality is a forbidden sensual indulgence.) So it is significant 

that this 'serial' component disappears at the end of the act. Important too, 

as Ruth Longobardi has recently suggested, is that the moments leading up 

to his confession are by no means as uncomplicated as the traditional read

ings might suggest. She writes that 'the plague motive [heard before 'I love 

you'], because it derives directly from a Dionysian realm that functions 

beyond the protagonist's point of view, erodes the psychological realism of 

this moment, superimposing on Aschenbach's experience a layer of mythical 

significance' ,33 

Longobardi notes that opera is a multivalent art-form, in which far from 

supporting the text or the singer, the orchestra can have an antagonistic role, 

which should be examined carefully for any hermeneutic reading. It is the lack 

of this objective commentating role that concerns Carolyn Abbate in her read

ing of Wotan's Monologue. The fact that the orchestra colludes with Wotan, 

never undermining his reading of the history of the Ring in the way it would 

do for other characters, leads her to suggest that this is a rare moment when 

music can lie. 34 

The multivalence in the present context is provided by the plague motive, 

a four-note motive marked 'y' on Example 8, which has been associated with 

lhe corrupting characters in the opera, and which makes itself heard menac

ingly in low brass instruments. Longobardi's essential insight here cannot be 

denied: at the same time that Aschenbach is building up to his confession of 

love (the moment when Iw is left utterly exposed by the sudden quiet from the 

orchestra - a symbolic dl'Oppilll.J, of the final veil, perhaps, as the curtain falls 

on Act I), the ordlt'slr;\ W:lI'1l1l11lal Ill(' infatllation willle,ld him to c!l'alh from 

a ph\gut that has Ill'C'lI 1111l1,lnK Il/'wlllHI IllI'llllllit'ally throllghollt Ihc' (irsl :\<'1. 

Bill sOIlH,thillg ('V!'II 1I11l11' 1I'lllill!\{lI,)1' Iii P,llilll\ Oil which show~; Iht' jlllll'lioll 

IWlw('I'11 Ill(' hillari,'~' 01 :-it'll ,\lId (Illwh I\IHill!! ,llltil )illl\Y:-lI~" 
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Example 8 Britten, Death in Venice, Act I, scene 7 middleground sketch 

'The heat of 'So longing passes 
1185:61 the sun' 1186\ back and forth' 

7th 

I" 
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The trouble with the child in 'Death in Venice' 

The crucial revelatory moment in Death in Venice is Aschenbach's 'I love you'; 

it has its effect by maximizing our experience of the switch between states 

of being, and so the existing readings of the work - whether as an autobio

graphical coming-out drama, a triumph of the appreciation of formal beauty 

over carnal lust, a critique of the West's relation to the East, or an abstract 

resolution of serialism to diatonicism or modalism - may all be partly con

cealing another possible rationalization that is lurking. The broader 'truth' of 

the opera, though we should be wary of so grand a term, may be in this case 

that Aschenbach, like us, is trying to hide something behind the story his first

person narrative voice wishes to tell, even after it has so honestly drawn our 

attention to his crisis of self-control. 

Five bars before R186 we see the plague motive that Longobardi identified as 

having a disturbing effect, the motive marked 'y' in Example 8, helping to mark 

moments of arrival in this passage. It accompanies Aschenbach's suggestion 

that it is the heat of the sun that makes him feel ill, and forms the upbeat and 

downbeat to the arrival of Tadzio's mother, whose elegantly falling lines are a 

woodwind augmentation of Tadzio's percussive contours. 

The moment of her arrival, seven after R186 (Example 9), is worth dwell

ing on for a moment. Here Britten piles up three major sevenths to form a 

chord that is derived from notes 4-7 of Aschenbach's original row, Gt A, At 

and B (see Example 3). These are the first four notes on route to the open

ing emphasis on E, the part of Aschenbach's row that is associated with his 

passion in the absence of his self-controlling intellect (boxed and mark 'x' in 

Example 8). They are also the first four vocal notes of the present passage, and 

the top third of the E major triad that closes the act. Their critical importance 

in drawing out the yearning and passionate side of Aschenbach's character is 

obvious: they verticalize the very idea of his passion and so locate its consum

mation with pinpoint accuracy. Recall that the association of Aschenbach with 

E major is too tidy, and misses something very important - the stripping away 

Example 9 Britten, Death in Venice, from Act I, scene 7 
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here, with the removal of the 'serial' component. of his associated ton ..d Will 

plex, of his rational self. The bass motions of this passage are from tonic J: II 

dominant B, in stepwise motion until just before R187. Also notice a scalar rll,l 

in the tenor voice that is unable to decide whether to create an interval of ~I 

minor or major seventh with the bass. This dithering is another essential p,I11 

of the Aschenbach row, from F to E/Eb, but now removed from its ori!!.ilHII 

context. 

Dramatically the arrival of Tadzio's mother is the crux of the scene. As W111,1 

less here as her transfixing son, nevertheless she brings on Aschenbach's fII' I 

catastrophe simply because she reminds him of the youthfulness ofTadzill. II 
is not a representation of a Platonic Form, a panacea for writer's block, 1>111 

barely pubescent boy whom it is agony to love - and a real one, too, not JlI I 

an aspect of Aschenbach's solipsistic self, as I have already noted, thoLliJ,11 III 

course Aschenbach internalizes the situation. The mother's appearance I1ml'l 

Aschenbach feel essentialized as a monster; Tadzio's first glance mal«'s hllH 

feel objectivized. 

Aschenbach might say 'I love you', but the love he acknowledges iII I h 

remainder of the opera - a love of form, of artistic inspiration, or of the 1'(,1",1 

from homophobic oppression, the love that the work's critics have ack'll'~ I 

edged - may not be the fully honest expression of the love he actually Il'l I 
The moment that Aschenbach's nature becomes most clearly focused III tl, 

'pinpointing' of his passion is also the moment when he sheds a vital part III hi 
character, and in so doing runs away, afraid, from his own fundamentalr'l'NJllll 

sibility to shape that nature. The love at the end of this act is scandalous, ,III 

despite coming close to acknowledging it in these closing bars, Ascll\'llhu 

and Britten never again bring it so close to the surface. The chaotic w('II~·r)II" 

of Aschenbach's passion for an underage boy, which the popular media w/l111 

reductively label his 'paedophilia', is henceforth hidden from view beMadl II 

distracting alternatives. 

But so what if Aschenbach is a 'paedophile'? Surely he dies, and (lhl' 1'''1' 
lar media would go on to say) good riddance. But we cannot honestly ( 1,1Il 
that Britten says 'good riddance' too. Aschenbach dies the traditional dc"1 II 
the suffering woman in opera. In musical terms that Britten has esl;lhll..!J 
over several works (particularly, in this context, The Rape of l.uaelifl alill 

Turn of the Screw), he perishes because he is consumed by the lustilll_', "y' 
an 'orientalized' other. The beautiful creature that Aschenbach and Wll Ihl\ 

been staring at turns on us, Up till now we haY<.' b(:cn piecin~ 101\('(11,'1 

understanding of Ill\' ('I'('aliv(' sll'lIggks of :\n :lrlisl \01'1\ 11\'lw('('11 ('.xPI"",~tllll 

ami fllrn) hy :Hlllplilli: IIll' (/('(";1(11'111 :llliIIHI,' p:lI,tly ,'IlII(',':lkd I>y WL'IIII'" 11111 1 

1\l'illl'lI's 111·(ll·I:':;·.II';d V,'III','I' 11,,1' 1-IIIIWkd"", I'Olll,". (I'llill IOlll-illl'., N"w ,! 
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the moment when his physlc}l!l y triumphs over everyone on the stage, in the 

ballet of the Games of Apollo, the scopophile object becomes a scopophile 

subject. He looks at Aschenbach. 'Ah! don't smile like that! No one should be 

smiled at like that.' No one should be objectified in that way by another. (Look 

at what happened when Jochanaan was objectified as a mouth after he had 

objectified Salome as the Daughter of Sodom.) 

Yet Tadzio looks, and looks again, the second time with a beckoning that 

wrenches the last breath out of Aschenbach. To defend the claim that Tadzio 

has no agency here, a critic will have to explain away both the clear indica

tions of the stage directions and the dramatic experience of seeing realisti

cally portrayed human subjects on stage. Aschenbach is sick, and any failure 

on his part to acknowledge the possibility of other minds can be understood, 

but we should not make the same mistake. The destructive agent Tadzio may 

on the face of it seem simply to smile and be friendly, but the result of his 

actions, willing or no, is to objectify and essentialize another human being. 

Aschenbach loses his capacity to brood, to see the situation whole, and gives 

himself over to the ultimately fatal pursuit of lustful propinquity. 

And that is, perhaps, the truth of this opera's closing scene. The figure more 

innocent in the closing bars is Aschenbach. It is, outrageously, Tadzio who 

is the more destructive pervert. Tadzio has corrupted the personality of the 

older man, reducing his enlightened complexity and rational control of his 

emotions to a purely carnal lust which overwhelms reason, compelling him 

to act against all sense by remaining in a plague-ridden Venice, and bringing 

the once-great figure of the artist to the humiliating depths of his death on the 

beach, mascara teeming down his cheeks. 
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